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Abstract 

The continuum and discontinuum methods are commonly used in rock mechanics. 

Application of a continuum or discontinuum method depends on what type of rock mass 

behavior is to be investigated. Due to the limitations of the constitutive model, large 

deformations such as detachment of block from the master rock, block rotations, as well as 

block slippage along the joint plane cannot be represented by the continuum method. 

However, the continuum method is still preferred due to its simplicity and convenience. 

Moreover, rock masses of various scales may exhibit different behavior, which means that the 

scale effect on rock mass properties has to be considered when the continuum method should 

be used. The existing literature mainly deals with the scale effect on the rock mass by 

analyzing the properties of the rock mass samples at different scales. For example, by 

investigating the REV (representative elementary volume) of rock masses, beyond which the 

characteristics or properties of the domain remain basically constant, the constant parameters 

can be used as the input to represent the equivalent continuum rock mass. The analyses of the 

REV in the literature are mainly performed by means of applying uniformly distributed 

loading to rock mass samples with regular geometries, e.g. rectangular block in two-

dimension (2D) or in three-dimension (3D). However, these types of analyses are often time 

consuming. There is therefore a need for a simpler tool as an aid in the decision to choose 

continuum or discontinuum analyses.  

 

The objective of this thesis is to investigate whether the continuity factor (ratio of tunnel 

size/block size) is a suitable tool to act as an aid in the decision between continuum and 

discontinuum methods. In order to attain this objective, three different questions have been 

studied in this thesis, the limit between continuum and discontinuum method expressed by the 

continuity factor, if other parameters than joint spacing affect the continuity factor limit and 

the relation between the continuity factor determined from the REV of rock mass samples and 

the continuity factor limit determined from the REV around circular tunnels. 

 

In order to study the limit between continuous and discontinuous behavior, numerical 

analyses with UDEC were performed to study the deformability of the rock mass with 

different CFs. In the analyses, a rock mass with two sets of orthogonal and persistent joints 

were then assumed. The results showed that the continuity factor limit is approximately 

around five with respect to the constrained modulus. Another analysis based on a literature 

review of derived REVs for different rock masses suggested that the CF limit lies roughly at 4 

± 2 with respect to mechanical and geometrical properties. In this review, it was also shown 

that factors other than joint spacing, e.g. site-specific rock mass features, as well as the type of 

the investigated property can affect the magnitude of the continuity factor limit. Analyses 

were also performed with UDEC to study the influence of geometry and nonlinear stress 

distribution around tunnels on the REV compared to rectangular rock mass samples. This 

study showed that there exists a ratio between the continuity factor limit determined from the 

REV of rock mass samples and the continuity factor limit determined from the REV around 

circular tunnels. A ratio of the former to the latter was suggested to be approximately 1.3 to 2 

with respect to deformability, based on the acceptable coefficient of variation of 10% and 5%, 

respectively. 

 

However, current findings regarding the continuity factor are mostly based on simplified rock 

masses with persistent joints under isotropic stress conditions. More realistic joint patterns by 

using discrete fracture network can be introduced in future analyses. A further study on the 
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continuity factor limit with respect to other parameters such as rock mass strength is also 

needed. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

 

The rock mass is characterized by its complex structures due to the existence of joints, which 

can result in anisotropic and inhomogeneous behavior. In addition to the properties of the rock 

mass, the rock mass behavior is also a result of other factors such as geological conditions and 

project-related features.  

 

Different tools, such as numerical and analytical calculations, empirical systems and 

observational methods (Stille and Palmström 2003), have been developed for rock 

engineering design. Based on the ground condition, as well as the size and shape of the 

excavation, a proper design tool should be selected from those aforementioned. Among the 

calculation methods, continuum methods, discontinuum methods and methods with hybrid 

continuum/discontinuum models are commonly used numerical methods for rock mass 

analyses (Jing 2003). The continuum method is in many cases utilized although the rock mass 

is intersected by joints. It is preferred for its simplicity and convenience in handling material 

heterogeneity, non-linearity and boundary conditions.  

 

When the continuum method is applied, it should be considered that it is not suitable to model 

large displacements such as detachment of blocks. In that case, the discontinuum method is 

preferred. In addition to the limitation of the constitutive model, the choice of a continuum or 

a discontinuum method for rock mass analyses depends on problem-specific factors, such as 

scale and fracture system geometry (Jing 2003). The treatment of jointed rock mass as a 

continuum material is sometimes applied when this assumption could be questioned. This 

could be the case when the rock mass is intersected by various numbers of joints in relation to 

the size of the excavation. Palmström (1995) illustrated this principle, see Figure 1.1, where a 

tunnel with a diameter of 0.5 m is excavated in an intact block in comparison with a tunnel 

with a diameter of 5 m that is excavated in jointed rock mass. On the other hand, the tunnel 

with a diameter of 62 m could be considered to be excavated in a jointed continuum rock 

mass. As this figure clearly illustrates, scale is an important issue in the selection between the 

use of the continuum and discontinuum method for rock mass analyses. 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Illustration of excavations of various sizes in jointed rock mass (Palmström 1995). 
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A number of studies have been made to investigate the scale limits between continuum and 

discontinuum behavior in jointed rock masses. A common method is to study the 

representative elementary volume (REV). The REV was introduced by Bear (1972) and was 

defined as the minimum volume or range beyond which the characteristics or properties of the 

domain remain basically constant, see Figure 1.2. Several investigations have been performed 

to study the REVs for rock masses with respect to different properties. 

 

 

Figure 1.2 The concept of REV (Min and Jing 2003, from Bear 1972). 

 

However, the evaluation of the REV takes time since it is mainly obtained based on numerical 

tests on rock mass samples (RMS) of different sizes, see for example Wang et al. (2002), Min 

et al. (2003), Pariseau et al. (2008), Esmaieli et al. (2010), Grenon and Hadjigeorgiou (2012) 

among others. A need therefore exists for a simplified tool as an aid in the engineering 

process to decide when the continuum or discontinuum method is appropriate. The continuity 

factor, CF, defined as the ratio of the tunnel size to the block size, has been proposed by 

Palmström (1995), Stille and Palmström (2008), Palmström and Stille (2010) to act as a 

guideline for the decision between the use of continuum and discontinuum methods in tunnel 

design. If correct, this definition indirectly implies that the block size (or joint spacing) is the 

most significant parameter for the REV. 

1.2 Objectives 

 

The objective of this thesis is to investigate if the CF is a suitable tool to determine when 

continuum and discontinuum methods should be used. In order to attain this objective, the 

following questions related to the overall objective have been further studied: 

 

 The limit between continuum and discontinuum method expressed by the CF. 

 

 If parameters other than joint spacing affect the CF limit. 

 

  The relation between the continuity factor limit determined from the REV of rock 

mass samples and the continuity factor limit determined from the REV around circular 

tunnels. 
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1.3 Outline of the thesis 

 

The outline of the thesis is as follows: 

 

A literature survey of ground behavior is made in chapter two, since ground behavior to a 

large extent determines which design tools that are suitable to use in order to perform the rock 

mass analyses. 

 

A general overview of rock engineering design tools is then presented in chapter three. 

 

In chapter four, a review is made concerning the scale limit between continuous and 

discontinuous behavior, as well as the factors that could influence this limit. 

 

A summary of the appended papers is given in chapter five. 

 

In chapter six, a discussion about the use of the CF as a tool to aid in the decision between 

continuum and discontinuum method is held with respect to the objectives of the thesis.  

 

Finally, general conclusions based on the research are drawn and suggestions for future work 

are proposed in chapter seven. 

 

1.4 Extent and limitations 

 

The work in this study mainly focuses on hard rock conditions. The numerical models 

established assume simplified rock masses with typically regular joint patterns. Also, all the 

joints are assumed to be persistent.  

 

Additionally, both rock materials and joints in the established models are assumed to undergo 

elastic deformation only. Neither the propagation of new cracks inside intact rock nor the 

development of new cracks in combination with the pre-existing joints is taken into account. 

This means that failure modes and post-failure behaviors have not been considered in this 

work. 
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2 Ground behavior 

2.1 Introduction 

 

A proper choice of design tool should be made based on the prediction of the ground 

behavior. Updated information on the ground behavior in various design phases can be a good 

supplement to the preliminary choice. A good understanding of the ground behavior plays an 

important role in the selection of the appropriate tool for rock engineering design. Ground 

behavior relates to the deformation and the instability of the ground surrounding an 

excavation in rock or the ground in a cutting or rock slope. As concluded in the flowchart in 

Figure 2.1, ground behavior is influenced by factors such as rock mass compositions, 

geological conditions and project-related features. The following chapter is to a large extent 

based on the work by Stille and Palmström (2008). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Flowchart for rock engineering and design (Stille and Palmström 2008) 
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2.2 Rock mass compositions 

 

The rock mass compositions are an accumulative result from a long geological period. The 

influence of rock mass compositions on ground behaviors can be subdivided in terms of rocks 

and joints.  

 

The rocks are classified into three main types: sedimentary rocks, igneous rocks and 

metamphoric rocks, depending on the abundance, texture and types of minerals that constitue 

the rock materials, in addition to the mode of formation, degree of metamorphism, etc. These 

factors have considerable influence on the mechanical properties such as the deformability 

and strength of the rock materials. Special attention should be paid to some typical rocks with 

sheet, hard, swelling, soluble minerals, or rocks which are porous, slaking or liable to be 

weathered. 

 

The joints are generated in reaction to stress. According to Palmström and Stille (2010), 

ISRM (1975), Brekke and Howard (1972), Piteau (1970), and Terzaghi (1946), the joints can 

be defined based on their persistence as crack, fracture, joint, parting, rupture, seam, shear, 

singularity or weakness zone. These joints are stuctural or geological features that alter the 

homogenity of the rock mass to different extents. Examples of rock mass joints can be found 

in Figure 2.2. However, in the rest of the thesis, the classifications of the joints are less 

stressed. 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Some examples of rock mass joints (Stille and Palmström 2008) 

Rock mass in nature can exhibit a considerable variation in their properties due to the 

different rock types that constitute them. Moreover, identical rock types can be altered to 

different extents as a result of diverse geologic and natural processes. Apart from the 

persistence of the joints, other properties such as intensity, apertures and roughness are 

closely related to the quality of the rock mass. The general distribution of the various rock 

types in combination with the patterns of the joints determines the reduction in strength and 
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change in the deformability of the rock mass. The weakness zones, such as the heavily jointed 

rock mass zones with respect to faulting, clay seams with lower mechanical properties than 

adjacent rock masses, thrust zones, layers with weak and broken rocks, characterized by the 

variations in composition and the range, also increase the difficulty in understanding the 

ground behavior (Norwegian Rock Mechanics Group 2000). Time-dependent behavior also 

arises when the rock mass is heavily loaded, i.e. when some plastic deformations occur. 

2.3 Ground conditions 

 

Ground conditions are factors such as rock stresses, earthquake activity and groundwater 

conditions. These factors, in combination with the rock mass composition, significantly affect 

the ground behavior.  

 

In-situ rock stresses, usually referred to as virgin stresses, include the stresses induced by the 

gravitational loading, the stresses driven by the topography, tectonic stresses and residual 

stresses. Also, rock stresses have a continuous influence on the propagation of new joints as 

well as the development of the existing joints. Furthermore, due to the disturbance of in-situ 

stresses, for instance by human activities such as tunnel excavation, slope cutting, or back 

filling, the strength of disturbed rock masses is altered with the change in principal stresses. 

Deformation also occurs simultaneously with the stress redistribution. Rock stresses are 

linked with rock mass strength and the deformation, which are critical parameters in 

estimating ground behavior. 

 

Earthquakes are a product of crustal stresses that accompany acute movement of strata along 

pre-existing faults or newly generated faults. An earthquake is a phenomenon featured by 

regional stress conditions, which are closely related to the tendency of joint patterns. The 

event of earthquake applies to the rock mass dynamic loadings, which are dominated by the 

frequency of earthquake activities. The magnitude of each earthquake and the distance of the 

project area from the epicentre are key factors that influence whether the rock mass capacity 

will be exceeded. 

 

The occurence of groundwater is a potential hazard in engineering projects. Highly jointed 

rock masses or rock masses constituted by rock types with high porosity are more liable to be 

influenced by the water stored in the joint aperatures or the rock pores. The rock stress 

condition is variable, depending on water content and water pressure. Simultaneously, the 

water flows along the channels with the transitions of some typical rock materials. For 

example, soluble minerals can gradually cause the deterioration of the rock mass quality with 

expansion of the channels. Groundwater decreases rock mass mechanical properties by 

different means and special attention should be paid to rock masses with high porosity and 

rock masses containing a high proportion of soluble materials. 

2.4 Project-related features 

 

The project design should consider the following three requirements: (1) the structural 

resistance, (2) durability and (3) serviceability, according to Eurocode EN 1990. These 

requirements are associated with the layout of the project such as the size and the shape of the 

excavation, the excavation method and the installation of rock support. 
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The project-related size governs the number and the range of joints involved. The opening in 

a relatively intact rock mass behaves differently, compared with the opening in a heavily 

jointed rock mass. The shape has a high impact on the stress concentration and stress 

redistribution, which are closely connected with the stability. 

 

The construction time varies due to the excavation method applied, which is relevant to the 

decision on the type of rock support and the timing of the rock support. Furthermore, various 

excavation methods correspond to variation in dynamic loadings, which may trigger the 

movement of blocks. 

2.5 Types of ground behavior 

 

A number of papers, e.g. Hoek and Brown (1980), Hoek et al. (1995), Schubert and Andreas 

(2004), Stille and Palmström (2008) have discussed the types of ground behavior in 

underground excavations. It is well accepted that the ground behaviors of the rock mass in 

underground opeings can be classified into different types as shown in Figure 2.3. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Ground behaviors in underground openings (based on Martin et al 1999; based on Hoek et al. 1995)  
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The various types of ground behavior require different assessments or calculation methods 

(rock engineering design tools) for a proper design that can be relied on to cover the actual 

case. It is necessary to understand the actual type of behavior, as a prerequisite for estimates 

of rock support and other evaluations (Palmström and Stille 2010). Palmström (1995) also 

proposed a methodology to predict the rock mass behavior by taking into consideration the 

continuity factor (CF) and the competency factor (Cg). Palmström (1995) explained in his 

Ph.D thesis that the CF and Cg for continuous ground can be expressed by the following 

equation: 

 

   
                

               
 

(2.1) 

 

 

   
                         

                                    
 

(2.2) 

 

 

As can be seen in Figure 2.4, the ground behaviors, according to Stille and Palmström (2008), 

are classified into several types, mainly depending on the size of the excavation and the stress 

condition. Some specific rock masses may exhibit time-dependent plastic behavior due to the 

influence of water, or the minerals that constitute the rock material. It should be stressed that 

the proposal of the continuous ground behavior indicates a possibility to apply continuum 

methods in rock engineering design. 

 

 

Figure 2.4 The main types of ground behavior (Stille and Palmström,  2008) 

 

Ground behavior is a combined result of different factors. It should be further stressed that 

ground conditions, rock compositions and excavation features do not individually affect 

ground behavior. All of these factors can interact with each other. 
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2.6 Discussion 

 

Understanding of the ground behavior is always necessary before a suitable constitutive 

model, either a discontinuum or a continuum model, is chosen. For a discontinuum model of 

the rock mass, one of the matters of interest is prediction of the joint network at the involved 

scale based on limited geological data. In the case of continuum methods, the concern at the 

outset should always be whether it can present the rock mass behavior that is to be 

investigated, and subsequently how the equivalent continuum parameters can be derived.  

 

The accuracy of the equivalent parameters as inputs for a continuum rock mass analysis plays 

an important role in the prediction of the rock mass behavior. The nature of the rock mass is a 

key factor that should be taken into account. The existing research from both field and 

laboratory tests, as well as numercial simulations have shown that the choice of continuum 

method or discontinuum method, as well as the equivalent properties, should take into account 

the scale of the rock mass. In order to properly apply continuum methods to rock mass 

analyses, a deeper unstanding of scale effects on rock mass properties regarding project-

specific behaviors is needed.  
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3 Rock engineering design tools 

3.1 General introduction 

 

The rock engineering design tools (see Figure 3.1) can be divided into the following groups: 

empirical and classification methods, numerical analyses and other calculations, and the 

observational methods (Palmström and Stille 2007). Each design tool has its advantages and 

limitations. Design by calcluation should be in accordance with the fundamental requirement 

of EN 1990. The empirical and rock engineering classification methods are based on 

experience from previous projects. A summary of these methods can be found in Stille and 

Palmström (2003), Palmström and Stille (2007) and Hoek (2013). Regarding the 

observational method, it must be able to observe the geotechnical behavior during the 

execution of work by a set of control parameters, which also have to be quantified in the 

design and it must be possible to reduce the uncertainties of the behavior through an active 

analysis of observed values of the control parameters (Olsson and Stille 2002).  

 

 

Figure 3.1 Main tools in the process of rock engineering design (Palmström and Stille, 2007)  

 

In order to distinguish between continuum and discontinuum methods for rock mass analyses, 

it is necessay to understand the methods that incoporate the numerical analyses and other 

calculations. These methods are further described below. 

 

3.2 Numerical analyses and other calculations 

 

The calculation methods, depending on project-specific purposes, could be used to calculate 

stress-induced instability, wedge and arching analyses of gravity-driven instability in blocky 
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ground, the interaction between rock mass and the installed support, the safety of a structure 

related to both the ultimate limit state and the serviceability limit state (Palmström and Stille, 

2010). Palmström and Stille (2007) categorized the calculation methods into numerical 

modelling and analytical solutions. 

 

The term ‘‘numerical modelling’’ is used for all types of calculations that are based on 

numerical solutions of the complex differential equations encountered in rock mechanics. 

Most of the numerical modellings apply discretization of the rock mass into a large number of 

individual elements and achieve an iterative solution by repetitive calculation in a computer 

(Palmström and Stille, 2007). The commonly applied numerical methods for rock mechanics 

problems, as reviewed by Jing and Hudson (2002) and Jing (2003) are classified into 

continuum method, discontinuum method, and the method with hybrid 

continuum/discontinuum models. A detailed description of the methods shows that continuum 

methods can be categorized into the Finite Difference Method (FDM), the Finite Element 

Method (FEM), and the Boundary Element Method (BEM). The discontinuum methods can 

be categorized into the Discrete Element Method (DEM) and the Discrete Fracture Network 

(DFN) method. The hybrid models can be hybrids such as FEM/EBM, hybrid DEM/DEM and 

hybrid FEM/DEM. 

  

The analytical solutions allow a good description of the rock–structure interaction. Especially 

in relation to the evaluation of the safety level, both for serviceability limit state design and 

ultimate limit state design. Advanced analytical solutions allow for both elasto–plastic and 

creep material models. They also allow the incorporation of grouted dowels and shotcrete 

linings. Analyses of block stability can also be carried out with analytical solutions. The 

analytical solutions are only applied in simplified situations. Non-calculable load cases that 

modern codes require for the design, like weathering, frost and wearing can not be addressed  

(Palmström and Stille, 2007). 

3.2.1 Discontinuum method 

 

The discontinuum method is in most cases termed DEM in rock mehchanics. Cundall and 

Hart (1992) proposed that the name discrete element method should apply to a computer 

program only if it: (a) allows finite displacements and rotations of discrete bodies, including 

complete detchment, and (b) recognizes new contacts automatically as the calculation 

progresses. The key concepts of the DEM are that the domain of interest is treated as an 

assemblage of rigid or deformable blocks/particles and that the points of contact between 

them need to be identified and continuously updated during the entire deformation/motion 

process (Jing and Hudson 2002).  

 

In the discontinuum method, the rock mass is represented as a discontinuum and most of the 

attention at the design stage is devoted to the characterization of the rock elements and the 

rock joints. The modelling approach consists of considering the blocky nature of the system 

being analysed. Each block may interact with its neighbouring blocks through the joints. The 

interest lies in the fact that the fundamental patterns of rock mass behavior can be considered 

to be arbitrarily large relative to the displacement that may take place at the points of contact 

(Barla and Barla 2000). 

 

Dicontinuum methods give a relatively realistic capture of the ground behavior but with 

relatively high demands regarding the computational process. The accuracy of ground 
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behavior estimates with a discontinuum method is highly dependent on sufficient information 

about the complex rock mass structure and proper understanding of the constitutive models 

applied to the blocks and the joints. Furthermore, the uncertainty in the geometrical and 

mechanical properties of the rock mass is not easy to quantify.  

3.2.2 Continuum method 

 

First of all, the terminology “continuum” discussed in this thesis refers to general rock mass 

behavior. 

 

In the continuum method, the rock mass is treated as a continuum with equal input data for 

the strength and deformability properties in all directions, which define a given constitutive 

relation for the medium: elastic, elasto-plastic, etc (Barla and Barla, 2000). The continuum 

method can actually be either numerical or analytical, depending on the geometry of the rock 

mass structure and personal preference.  

 

Jing and Hudson (2002) explained that in the models formulated based on continuum 

assumptions, large-scale opening, sliding, and complete detachment of elements are not 

permitted. As a supplement, in a review of numerical modelling for rock mechanics and rock 

engineering (Jing 2003), it was stated that ‘‘The continuity here is a macroscopic concept. 

The continuum assumption implies that at all points in a problem domain, the materials 

cannot be torn open or broken into pieces. All material points originally in the 

neighbourhood of a certain point in the problem domain remain in the same neighbourhood 

throughout the deformation or transport process’’. It was also elaborated by Jing (2003) that 

homogenization is needed to derive the equaivalent continuum properties of the blocks, which 

are functions of the geometry of the contained fracture systems and physical properties of the 

intact rock matrix. 
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4 The scale limit between continuous and discontinuous behavior 

4.1 General introduction 

 

As indicated in the previous chapters, the decision whether the continuum or the 

discontinuum method should be applied in rock mechanics depends on the type of ground 

behavior that is to be expected in the project, which is a function of rock mass composition, 

project-related features such as the scale and shape of the excavation together with ground 

conditions such as in-situ stresses. 

 

Generally, whether to adopt a discontinuum or a continuum method for the analyses of rock 

masses in practical projects such as tunnel excavations are highly based on personal 

experience and judgment. There is a need for a method to decide quantitatively when the 

continuum method is appropriate. In order to understand when the continuum method might 

be appropriate to use, this chapter has been divided into three sections: the representative 

elementary volume, the continuity factor and influence of shape of excavation and non-linear 

stress distribution on the continuity factor limit. 

 

4.2 The representative elementary volume  

 

Figure 1.2 illustrates the scale effect on rock mass permeability, where the concept of the 

representative elementary volume (REV) was used. The concept of the REV was introduced 

by Bear (1972) and defined as “the minimum volume or range beyond which the 

characteristics or properties of the domain remain basically constant”. In other words, the 

rock mass with a scale over the REV can be approximated as an equivalent continuum. It 

should be noted that the REV might not be observed for all rock masses (Ivars and Matthew 

2011). 

 

Min and Jing (2003) pointed out that many factors such as fracture properties, constitutive 

relations, distributions of trace length and orientation and locations of fractures can have an 

influence on the REV. Furthermore, it was stated that the existence of a REV for a fractured 

rock mass is site-specific. 

 

Kulatilake (1993) implemented numerical simulations via a three-dimensional distinct 

element code (3DEC), to evaluate the effects of joint geometry parameters of finite size joints 

on the deformability properties of a jointed rock mass. It was revealed that the critical value of 

REV seems to be different for different mechanical properties of the rock mass. Esmaieli et al. 

(2009) also pointed out that different mechanical, hydraulic, thermal, geometrical or any other 

rock mass properties can have a different REV. 

 

The concept of the REV has been applied for several different rock mass properties. A list of 

studies on the investigations of the REV is presented below. 

 

Wang et al. (2002) calculated the three-dimensional hydraulic conductivity tensor in a 

gneissic metamorphic rock mass located at the Arrowhead East tunnel site in San Bernardino, 

USA. A validated discrete fracture network was used to simulate a hydraulic packer test with 

a length of 6.5 m. The calculations indicated that the REV necessary to represent the 
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hydraulic behavior of the rock mass was a block size of approximately 12.5 m. At these 

dimensions, according to the authors, the hydraulic conductivity in different directions did not 

change with the block size.   

 

The REV for the Young´s moduli for the rock mass at the Bingham Canyon Mine was 

estimated by Pariseau et al. (2008). According to their calculations, a cube of approximately 

15 m would represent a representative volume element (RVE) in the finite element modeling 

performed to analyze the slope stability at the mine. 

 

Samples generated from a large fracture system model (40 m x 40 m x 40 m) of the rock mass 

at the Brunswick Mine were analyzed with PFC3D by Esmaieli et al. (2010). They calculated 

both the geometrical REV (based on number of fractures in each sample volume, P30, and the 

volumetric fracture intensity, P32) and the mechanical REV for the uniaxial compressive 

strength and the elastic modulus. The estimated geometrical REV was 3.5 m x 3.5 m x 7 m 

and the estimated mechanical REV was 7 m x 7 m x 14 m. Both REVs were based on both an 

acceptable coefficient of variation (COV) of 20% and statistical F and T tests. If the 

acceptable COV was lowered to 10%, the REV changed to 7 m x 7 m x 14 m for the 

geometrical REV and to 14 m x 14 m x 20 m for the mechanical REV. 

 

The REV for the hydraulic conductivity was determined for a sandstone rock mass in Lower 

Saxony, North Germany, by Müller et al. (2010). The work was based on a validated discrete 

fractured network and calculations were made with UDEC. Based on an acceptable COV of 

1%, the REV was achieved at a domain size of 10 m x 10 m.  

 

A numerical method in combination with a discrete fracture network model was used by Liu 

et al. (2011) to estimate the REV for both Young´s modulus and rock permeability for the 

foundation rock mass of the Tongjiezi dam. The estimated REV was a cube of size 20 m for 

the Young´s modulus and of size 25 m for the permeability.  

 

Based on a validated discrete fracture network, as well as developed relations between 

fracture tensor components in 3D and the mechanical parameters of the rock mass, the REV 

for the mechanical parameters of limestone was estimated by Wu and Kulatilake (2012) for 

the foundation at the Yuijan River Dam. According to their results, a block size of about 25 to 

35 m may be used to represent the REV.  

 

Grenon and Hadjigeorgiou (2012) applied a fracture system model with size 50 m x 50 m x 50 

m to generate randomly selected samples of various sizes in order to obtain the structural 

(geometrical) REV for the rock mass at a rock slope beside the Quebec Bridge, Canada. 

Acceptable limits with respect to the variation of P32 (fracture area per unit volume) were 

chosen for a COV between 10% and 20%. For an acceptable COV of 20%, the REV was 3 m 

x 3 m x 6 m and for a COV of 10% the REV was 10 m x 10 m x 20 m.  

 

Zhou et al. (2012) performed two-dimensional analyses in a fictive rock mass in UDEC where 

samples of various sizes were randomly generated from a large global fracture model. The 

model contained two sub-vertical joint sets with persistent joints. The REV size was estimated 

with a side length of approximately five times the joint spacing (0.7 m x 0.7 m), by comparing 

the COVs of the back-calculated constrained modulus for rock mass samples with different 

sizes. 
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Generally, these investigations of the REV were performed by extracting synthetic rock mass 

samples of different scales from a master sample. These results clearly show that the REV is 

site-specific and depends on the characteristics of the rock mass.  

4.3 The continuity factor 

 

Stille and Palmström (2008) proposed the use of a continuity factor (CF) in order to estimate 

the ground continuity (see Table 4.1). The CF can be expressed by  the equation below: 

 

CF = Dt/Db 

 (4.1) 

 

 

where tD  is the tunnel diameter and 
bD  the block diameter. 

 

In Table 4.1, it is suggested (Stille and Palmström 2008) that for a rock mass with a CF higher 

than 30 or lower than 3, the rock mass could be treated as continuous material. It is stated that 

a continuum approach for analyzing the overall stability is adequate when the ground can be 

classified as continuous and a discontinuum approach for a discontinuous ground. It is also 

emphasised that even if a continuum approach is adequate for analysing the overall behavior, 

the instability of individual blocks in the surface of the excavation always needs to be 

considered. 

 
 

Table 4.1 The ground continuity in openings (Stille and Palmström, 2008) 

 
 

Suggestions for the limit between continuum and discontinuum behavior, the CFlimit, have 

also been proposed. For example, instead of identifying a size like REV, Deere and Miller 

(1966) suggested that when the ratio of fracture spacing to a tunnel diameter is between the 

approximate limits of 1/5 and 1/100, the ground is considered to be discontinuous. For a range 

outside these limits, the rock may be considered continuous, though possibly anisotropic.  

 

Cundall et al. (2008) studied the scale effect on rock mass strength, where they made a review 

of the work by Schultz (1996), suggesting that the rock mass may be considered a continuum 

when the problem scale exceeds the block size or fracture spacing by a factor of 5-10. Cai et 

al. (2004) and Cundall et al. (2008) also suggested that the REV regarding rock mass strength 

may be approximately 20-30 times the block size. 
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The foregoing suggestion by Deere and Miller (1966), as well as the suggestion based on the 

CF, indirectly implies that the block size (or joint spacing) is the most significant parameter 

for the determination of continuum or discontinuum rock mass. However, the suggested limits 

are different and there exists an uncertainty concerning the CFlimit between continuous and 

discontinuous behaviors. This question has been further studied by the author in Zhou et al. 

(2012) and Zhou and Johansson (2014). 

4.4 Influence of shape of excavation and non-linear stress distribution on the 
continuity factor limit 

 

The exisiting papers regarding the scale effect on jointed rock masses mainly discussed about 

the mechanical properties of the rock mass in relation to uniformly loaded rock mass samples, 

either by means of numerical analyses or lab/field tests. In many practical projects, it is by 

default that equivalent parameters of the rock mass are used as the input when a continuum 

method is applied. These equivalent parameters are estimated for example using empirical 

methods or the REV concept. The scale effect with respect to project features, however, is 

taken up less often. The extent and stress state in the disturbed zone of a rock mass around a 

tunnel or beneath a foundation, or due to slope cutting, and how it interacts with scale, is more 

complicated than in a uniformly loaded rock mass sample.  

 

Shen and Barton (1997) defined the disturbed zone around an excavation as a region where 

the original state of the in-situ rock mass has been affected. However, they further stated that 

the definition of the disturbed zone depends on the nature of the purpose. For example, in a 

tunnel excavation, the disturbed rock mass zone can be the region where blocks have 

undergone notable displacement or the tangential stress shows a major increase. In this regard, 

the geometry of the disturbed rock mass under a non-uniform stress condition should be 

quantified and then compared with the REV in order to determine whether a continuum or a 

discontinuum method should be used. Krauland et al. (1989) also pointed out the importance 

of the weaknesses within the critically loaded area that affect the rock mass. The size 

dependence of strength was illustrated from two perspectives: in laboratory and in situ, see 

Figure 4.2. Krauland et al. (1989) further stated that “The stress redistribution around a 

tunnel influences a much larger rock volume, containing a large number of weaknesses. This 

results in considerbaly lower strength”. 
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Figure 4.2 Size dependence of rock mass strength (From Krauland et al. 1989, based on Janelid 1965) 

 

Heuze (1980) also proposed the use of the “bulb of pressure” (from Wallace et al. 1968) to 

evaluate the volume that is needed for rock mass specimen tests. In a loading test, the loading 

area on the surface is where the stress increase is felt by the material parallel to the direction 

of the loading. Figure 4.3 plots the contour of the stress increase felt by illustrating the ratio of 

the stress component (σx) in the loading direction to loading Q. In Heuze’s analyses, two 

percent of the average pressure exerted on the test surface is taken as the volume boundary of 

the rock mass specimen that is necessary for the tests. Heuze conducted a review of tests on 

rock masses of various sizes to find the volume boundary. Figure 4.4 presents the bearing 

strength for different rock types for different test volumes. Heuze suggests that the initial test 

volume should be no less than 500 dm
3
. This is done in order to eliminate the effect of the 

scale in rock mass strength, and to obtain stabilized results about the strength properties for 

global rock mass analyses. 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Distribution of stress in the direction of loading (Heuze 1980) 
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Figure 4.4 Effect of test volume on measured bearing strength of rock masses (Heuze 1980) 

 

However, unlike the geometry of rock mass samples used for different property tests, which is 

measurable or presumed, it is sometimes difficult to estimate the scale of the influenced rock 

mass in practice, since it can be influenced by other project-related factors than only the 

opening size. The rock mass where the original stress is disturbed should be seen as the scale 

of the investigated rock mass. Whether this scale exceeds the REV should be the key to the 

determination of continuum or discontinuum method for rock mass analyses. However, non-

linear stress distribution makes this scale comparison more complicated. Zhou and Johansson 

(2014) studied this question and the relation between rock mass samples and influenced rock 

mass due to excavation in an idealized rock mass. Their work focused on deformability 

parameters. The results, however, have not yet been validated with respect to other properties 

such as rock mass strength.  
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5 Summaries of appended papers 

This licentiate thesis is based on the results included in the following papers: 

Paper I 

Numerical study on the continuity factor and the limits between continuous and discontinuous 

behaviors 

Zhou P, Stille H, Johansson F 

In Proceedings of 2012 ISRM International Symposium (Eurock 2012), Stockholm, Sweden 

A discontinuum approach or equivalent continuum approach is usually adopted in order to 

model the behavior of rock masses. The latter approach is more frequently used. However, 

this approach might be unacceptable for slightly-jointed rock masses. The continuity factor 

(CF), mainly derived from empirical experience, is defined as the ratio of the tunnel span to 

the block diameter. It is commonly used to determine whether a rock mass should be 

modelled as a continuum or a discontinuum material. However, only a few analyses regarding 

the continuity factor limit, CFlimit, have been performed previously. In order to study the limits 

between continuous and discontinuous behavior, numerical analyses with UDEC have been 

performed. In these analyses, a rock mass with two sets of orthogonal joints are initially 

generated. From this rock mass, square areas corresponding to a certain CF are randomly 

chosen as models in UDEC. A confined compression test is conducted on the mentioned 

model and the constrained modulus (Dm) regarding this rock mass is calculated. Due to the 

variations of the relative locations between the square and the joints cut inside, as well as the 

joint quantity and the joint lengths, several Dm are yielded for each CF. Several CFs are also 

analyzed and the results compared with previous suggested limits between continuous and 

discontinuous behaviors. Based on the results, it can be remarked that a continuity factor 

around five can be seen as the limit between the continuum and discontinuum methods for the 

constrained modulus in this paper. 

Paper II 

On the use of the continuity factor for rock mass properties based on a review of the 

representative elementary volume  

Zhou P, Johansson F 

 Accepted by 2014 ISRM European Rock Mechanics Symposium (Eurock 2014), Vigo, Spain 

The representative elementary volume (REV) of the rock mass was used as the scale limit 

when the continuum method is suitable for the analyses. However, the evaluation of the REV 

takes time. The continuity factor, CF, defined as the ratio of the tunnel size to the block size, 

has been proposed to act as a guideline for the decision between the use of continuum and 

discontinuum methods in tunnel design. If correct, this definition indirectly implies that the 

block size (or joint spacing) is the most significant parameter for the REV. However, other 

factors may also influence the REV. In this paper, a literature review has been performed on 

calculated values for the REV of different rock masses and the correlation between the REV 
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and the average block size is analyzed. The aim is to study if the average block size is the 

dominating parameter for the REV. In addition, the objective is also to study the scale limit 

between continuum and discontinuum behavior expressed by CF. To enable the limit between 

continuous and discontinuous behavior to be calculated, a re-defined continuity factor limit is 

used, CF*limit, defined as the ratio between REV side length and block size Ib. The analyses 

show that a correlation exists between REV side length and Ib with a CF*limit of approximately 

four for the geometrical and mechanical REVs, even though several uncertainties exist that 

may influence this value. The hydraulic REV also proved to be larger than the geometrical 

and mechanical REVs. Under certain geological conditions, the Ib may not be suitable for 

determination of the REV. Further studies are required to study how different parameters such 

as joint persistence might influence the REV. 

Paper III  

A study of the representative elementary volume for circular excavations and rectangular rock 

mass samples expressed with the continuity factor 

Zhou P, Johansson F 

Submitted to Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering in February, 2014 

In this paper, the REV for the rock mass deformability expressed with the CF is studied for 

both tunnels and square rock mass samples. The aim is to study if a relation may exist for the 

REV for tunnels expressed with the CF based on the REV from rock mass samples. In 

addition to this, the aim is also to improve the understanding of the CF as a guideline in 

tunnel engineering. In order to achieve this, numerical analyses under elastic conditions have 

been performed with UDEC for both rectangular rock samples and circular excavations with 

varying sample sizes and excavation sizes. The results in this paper suggest that a relation 

exists for the CFlimit determined from the REV of a rock mass sample and the CFlimit 

determined from the REV around a circular tunnel. This relation needs to be considered if a 

correct and accurate limit between continuous and discontinuous behavior is to be determined 

for an excavated tunnel. Using the REV from a loaded RMS directly might result in an 

overestimation of the CFlimit around the excavation. Further studies on more realistic rock 

mass conditions need to be performed before the relation between rock mass sample and the 

influenced rock mass around tunnels can be determined with a higher degree of confidence.  
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6 Discussion 

6.1 Introduction 

As stated earlier, a tool is needed as an aid in the decision between continuum and 

discontinuum methods for rock mass analyses. The continuity factor, CF, has been proposed 

to act as such a tool. However, there are still questions that need to be further analyzed. These 

questions concern the continuity factor limit and which factors that might influence the limit, 

both with respect to the rock mass characterization and to the size and shape of the 

excavation.  

6.2 The continuity factor limit  

The continuity factor limit has been used as an estimator of the scale limit between continuum 

and discontinuum behavior of the rock mass. The pre-defined CF* for rock mass samples 

should be distinguished from the originally defined CF for influenced rock mass around 

tunnels. According to previous studies, the magnitude of the CF*limit depends on the site-

specific rock mass, as well as the type of the property to be investigated. Additionally, the 

estimation or definition of the CF*limit is subjective and depends on personal preference. Zhou 

et al. (2012) investigated the deformability of rock masses with different sizes, by comparing 

the COVs of constrained modulus at different CF*limits. A CF*limit of approximately 5 was 

indicated. Another analysis was performed by Zhou and Johansson (2014), based on a 

literature review of derived REVs for different rock masses. The CF*limit that lies roughly at 4 

± 2 with respect to mechanical and geometrical properties was suggested. However, their 

study also showed that there is considerable scatter around this limit when different properties 

were considered. This scatter indicates that joint spacing is important but the CF limit might 

be influenced by other parameters, which are further discussed below.  

 

Figure 6.1 Geometrical and mechanical REV side length against the block size (Zhou and Johansson 2014) 

One such factor of uncertainty is how the CF limit has been defined, which is similar to how 

the REV is defined. Different methods have been used in the estimation of REV. For 
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example, the hydraulic REV appeared to be estimated subjectively by Wang et al. (2002). The 

geometrical REV was estimated by Grenon and Hadjigeorgiou (2012) by defining acceptable 

COVs of 20% and 10%, respectively. In addition to the different acceptable COVs (20% and 

10%), geometrical and mechanical REV was also defined based on statistical T and F tests by 

Esmaieli et al. (2010). The statistical T and F tests are highly dependent on the number and 

the quality of the results that they are compared with. Given that the model uncertainty 

concerning the geological scenario is inevitable, the statistical T and F tests with limited 

numbers of samples could probably yield insufficiently persuasive results. Hence, the 

estimation of the CF limit as well as a REV based on a defined COV are recommended. 

Which value of acceptable COV that should be used could be discussed. Provided that a 20% 

error is not very significant in rock mechanics due to the overall model uncertainty, it could 

be argued that an acceptable COV equal to 20% or lower might be reasonable. When the 

uncertainties are large with respect to material models, properties and geometrical 

simplifications, an observational based approach can be applied in order to verify the design. 

For this type of problem a higher degree of model uncertainty with respect to the REV can be 

accepted and still be of minor influence compared with other types of uncertainties. 

 

6.3 Rock mass features that might influence the continuity factor limit 

Similar to the estimation of the REV, the magnitude of the continuity factor limit is associated 

with the rock mass features, which are site-specific. The rock mass is characterized by the 

degree of jointing, the joint properties and the rock material properties. The various 

characterizations of different rock masses result in different REVs as well as a possible 

change in the CF limit.  

With respect to the aforementioned factors that could influence the CF*limit, such as joint 

persistence and irregular joint spacing, it is clear that the results from the studies made in this 

thesis might not be applicable under all rock mass conditions. For example, as reported in the 

work by Zhou and Johansson (2014), Wu and Kulatilake (2012) determined the REV for a 

limestone constituting the foundation of the Yujian River Dam. According to their results, a 

rock mass block size of about 25 to 35 m may be used to represent the REV. The average 

joint spacing was 0.6 m and there were four joint sets in the rock mass. This gave a CF*limit 

that significantly exceeds the suggested value of 4 to 5. However, the mean orientation of the 

four fracture sets varied between 208 and 310 degrees and the mean orientation of the dip 

angles varied between 61 and 75 degrees. Under these conditions, it can be argued whether 

the CF*limit, under its current definition, could represent the REV in the rock mass. This 

reasoning is in line with Palmström (1995), who wrote that irregular jointing together with 

impersistent joints could make it difficult to determine the actual size and shape of the rock 

blocks. Further studies are required to study how this could influence the CF*limit.  

Another important aspect to consider is that given the same rock mass, different CF*limits are 

estimated with respect to different parameters. One reason for this might be that geometrical 

and mechanical parameters for a rock mass are strongly correlated to the degree of jointing 

and the persistence of the joints. One example is the hydraulic REV of the rock mass. The 

hydraulic flow in the joints is mainly dominated by the persistent joints with large apertures, 

due to the “cubic law”. Furthermore, some of the minor joints will not be connected to the 

water conductive network. These factors implies that the hydraulic CF*limit becomes larger 
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than the mechanical or geometrical CF*limit. This is in accordance with the findings illustrated 

in Figure 6.2.  

 

Figure 6.2 Hydraulic REV side length plotted against the block size (Zhou and Johansson 2014) 

 

The rock-structure interaction problems indicate that the tunnel deformations and load in the 

installed support will to a high degree be dependent of elastic properties of the rock mass. 

This can also be described, as when the rock support installed has given an adequate stability 

of the tunnel, the behavior will be governed by the stiffness of the support and the elastic 

properties of the rock mass. This study has therefore been directed to investigate the 

relationship between REV and CF for elastic properties of rock masses and connected to 

tunnel design. It might be possible that the REV with respect to the rock mass strength is 

different and should be further analyzed.  

6.4 Influence of excavation on the continuity factor limit 

It is important to notice that the continuity factor limit for excavation models differs from the 

continuity factor derived based on rock mass samples, which are mostly modelled numerically 

under a uniformly distributed stress condition. The observation as shown in Figure 6.3 (Zhou 

and Johansson 2014) illustrates the relation between the CF*limit for rock mass samples and 

the CFlimit for the influenced rock mass around a circular tunnel. The study showed that there 

is a ratio between these two continuity factor limits of approximately 1.3 to 2 with respect to 

deformability, based on an acceptable COV of 10% and 5%, respectively. As previously 

discussed in section 6.2, this acceptable COV should be chosen from case to case depending 

on the accuracy needed for the studied problem. Which COV that is finally chosen also 

influence this ratio. 

 

The reason for the low value of the continuity factor limit with respect to deformability for the 

rock mass around the tunnel compared to rock mass samples is that the stress redistributes 

inversely proportionally with the power of the distance from the center of the tunnel. This 
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results in a small influence on the local deformation that is almost negligible in parts of the 

rock mass that lie relatively far from the excavation. 

 

 

Figure 6.1 COV of E/(1+ν) for each CF (Zhou and Johansson 2014) 

 

However, the work in Zhou et al. (2012) and Zhou and Johansson (2014) was performed 

under the assumption that the joints were persistent. Furthermore, three idealised joint sets 

were assumed with no variation in the orientation and with equal joint spacing for each set. In 

addition to this, circular excavations were modelled to simulate tunnels under isotropic in-situ 

stress condition. In addition to the size of the excavation, the stress redistribution varies due to 

the change of the tunnel shape and different in-situ stresses (in terms of different ratios of 

stress component horizontally to vertically). The generalization of the CFlimit, as well as for 

the relation between CF*limit and CFlimit in this work could therefore be discussed with respect 

to these limitations.  
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7 Conclusions and suggestions for future work 

One important issue in rock engineering design is which type of model that should be used in 

order to give an acceptable representation of the rock mass. All models are a simplification of 

reality. The question is which level of model uncertainties that can be accepted. Continuum 

models are such a simplification of the blocky, inhomogeneous and jointed rock mass. The 

uncertainty of this type of model will decrease with increasing scale. When the studied 

volume is large enough the model uncertainty is negligible. This volume is denoted as the 

Representative Elementary Volume, REV. It can be anticipated that the REV will depend on 

the type of the problems. 

 

The main purpose of this work was to develop the theory regarding the application of when 

continuum or discontinuum methods should be used in rock engineering design. In general, 

determination of the REV is performed through numerical analyses and there exists a need for 

a simple tool that can act as an aid in this decision. The continuity factor has the potential to 

act as such a tool. However, uncertainties still exist concerning the limit between continuum 

and discontinuum behavior and if factors other than the joint spacing significantly affect the 

continuity factor.  

 

The work performed in this thesis indicates that the CF*limit for parameters describing the 

geometrical or mechanical behavior of the rock mass in general have a value of approximately 

four for rock mass samples with equal side lengths. However, the required level of precision 

will, as for the REV, be related to what level of model uncertainty that can be accepted. 

 

The CFlimit changes when it is determined for a tunnel instead of a rock mass sample due to 

the influence of tunnel geometry and non-linear stress distribution in comparison with the 

value of the CF*limit. Analyses performed in this thesis indicate that the ratio between the 

CFlimit for tunnels and the CF*limit for rock mass samples with respect to deformability 

parameters is approximately 1.3 to 2 based on an acceptable COV of 10% and 5% 

respectively under a uniform in-situ stress condition. Both anisotropic in-situ stress, as well as 

the shape of the excavation can influence the value of the estimated continuity factor limit. 

 

In addition, the use of the CF assumes a rock mass with persistent joints and clearly defined 

blocks. When these conditions are not fulfilled, the applicability of the CF could be 

questioned. The analyses in this paper were made under the assumption that the joints are 

persistent with constant joint spacing. By using Discrete Fracture Network (DFN), more 

realistic joint patterns can be introduced in future analyses and the influence of other factors 

such as joint persistence and irregular joint spacing could be investigated. Additionally, the 

analyses in this thesis mainly concern parameters describing the deformational behavior under 

elastic conditions in the rock mass. For a correct determination of the CF limit with respect to 

rock mass strength, consideration of a failure criterion in the analysis is also necessary. It is 

recommended that further studies on the CF limit should be performed with respect to both 

the strength of the rock mass and a more realistic representation of the joint network. 
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